In vitro estimation of acoustic parameters of the liver and correlations with histology.
Freshly excised human liver specimens (77) were investigated echographically and histologically. The echography was concerned with the acoustic parameters: speed of sound, impedance, several attenuation parameters, and the texture parameters: reflectivity and the signal to noise ratio. It was found that the speed and impedance, the attenuation parameters, and the texture parameters did not correlate with each other. The major correlation between histologic parameters was found for the focal collagen content to the parenchymal content (r = -0.72). The most important correlations of the acoustic parameters to the histologic ones were: attenuation slope to the focal collagen content (r = +0.63) and the reflectivity to the water content (r = -0.55). The most significantly separating acoustic parameters in the comparison of normal livers from focal tumours were found to be the speed, the attenuation slope, the reflectivity, and the signal to noise ratio. A Fisher discriminant analysis revealed a specificity of 91% and a sensitivity of 83% of the separation of tumours from normals when the speed of sound and two parameters of the frequency dependence of the attenuation were considered.